Murray Bridge
Sunday 12th July 2020

Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

Stewards J Jones, J Evans, M MacDonald
Veterinary Surgeon Dr B Agnew
Late Scratchings TIBETAN (R1) WEIGHT VARIATION 10 DAYS

Race 1 YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. MAIDEN STAKE 395m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner UNINHABITED.
-On the first turn CAWBOURNE BUDGIE lost ground appearing injured. There were no further racing incidents to report.
-CAWBOURNE BUDGIE was vetted after the race reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days

Race 2 DAISH IRRIGATION AND FODDER STAKE 395m Grade 6
-FRODO BAGGINS was slow to begin. On the first turn ALLINGA LORRAINE moved down checking TWO SPOT BOB, then FRODO BAGGINS ran on the heels of ALLINGA LORRAINE. On the turn into the home straight FRODO BAGGINS ran wide.
-TWO SPOT BOB was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 3 METRO ROLLER DOORS STAKE 395m Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner CAWBOURNE CLANCY.
-MOTOR CITY FURY went up with the lids. Shortly after the start CAWBOURNE CLANCY moved out checking DONOVAN BALE. On the first turn MOTOR CITY FURY moved down checking DONOVAN BALE, then FINNISS LOOPER ran on the heels of DONOVAN BALE.

Race 4 MONTEITH MEATS STAKE 455m Grade 6
-On the first turn ZINFANDEL TORI moved down checking ASTON ATHENA. On the turn into the home straight ZETLAND COUNTY moved out checking AINSLEY FLASH. Along the home straight ZETLAND COUNTY raced wide.

Race 5 TABCORP STAKE 455m Grade 5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner BOSS THREE FIFTY.
-On the turn into the home straight ZAGREB and SPRING COBRA ran wide and then bumped. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 6 MURRAY BRIDGE COMMUNITY CLUB STAKE 395m Grade 5
-On the first turn ZULU ZULU checked around the heels of BLACK KRUGER. On the turn into the home straight HE’S ALL OURS ran wide.

Race 7 SKY RACING GRADE 5 SERIES FINAL 395m Grade 5
-SLIPPERY JACK went up with the lids. On the first turn MR. SOMEBODY moved out checking MAJOR MAJOR and TRICKERATION causing MR. SOMEBODY to lose significant ground.

Race 8 RURAL CITY OF MURRAY BRIDGE STAKE 455m Grade 6
-On the first turn LEKTRA STYLE moved out bumping SPRING CHIP. There were no further racing incidents to reports.

Race 9 KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY (N/P) STAKE 530m SE
-There were no racing incidents to report.
-SPRINGVALE JORJA was vetted after the race reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.

Race 10 @THEDOGSSA STAKE 395m Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner NIGEL LEE.
-On the first turn ACKLES checked around the heels of DANYO’S GRETTA. On the turn into the home straight CAWBOURNE SPOTTY moved out checking PRIVATE.

* Published subject to correction upon revision